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Follow the latest daily buzz with buzzFeed Daily Newsletter! Heard a song on the radio recently and can not remember the name of it? This happens to me all the time because while I wait, half the time no one ever says which band played a song or the song's title! Fortunately, you can just search the lyrics online and find out instantly the name of the song and band. If you can
remember a line or two of a song, probably just by performing a simple Google search will bring up all the information you need without having to go to the song search site. A simple search like this doesn't even matter on Google will give you the right band, Linkin Park and the correct song title, after all. As you can see, the first result is from a lyrical site called azlyrics.com. Since
all of these sites are indexed by Google, doing a Google search for song lyrics will give you the correct answer most of the time. Also, you'll get links to YouTube videos, etc. in case you've been looking for that as well. You can also just add word lyrics at the end of a Google search and you're almost guaranteed to get the right answer. However, if the search doesn't work on Google
because the texts are common, then you can try a few useful lyrical sites. There are literally hundreds of them, but I only mention two here, since I never had to use any other services for the three I mention below. Also, I tried to stick to those that weren't full of ads or just index other lyrical sites. MetroLyrics MetroLyrics.com probably my favorite site for text search because it gives
you a lot more information for what you even searched for. The search feature is also pretty awesome in that it will search for keywords not only in texts but also artists, song names, videos, album names and even news. I clicked on the lyrics just to see these results, and as you can see, he found the song I was looking for plus a whole bunch of other songs. Sometimes too many
results can be overwhelming, but MetroLyrics does a good job of showing the best matches at the top and then showing less relevant results below. Also, I really like finding them because there are many times I can't remember the exact words from the song, so I end up searching for the wrong lyrics. This site shows exact matches, but also shows close matches, so if you don't
get every word right, you should still be able to find the song. On the actual page of the lyrics, you can print out the lyrics if you like, watch a music video if it's available, and even correct the lyrics, as it's a community edit like Wikipedia. I also like the fact that it tells you who actually wrote the song, the item most lyrical sites do not mention. Overall, this site is good if you only want
to search for lyrics, but it's it's good to keep you engaged with lots of other information if you're someone who's interested in music. SongLyrics SongLyrics.com doesn't look as good as but it still returns very good results. First, go ahead to perform a search using the search box at the top. As with MetroLyrics, you can search for the artist, album, song title and lyrics. You can also
do an accurate match search if you want. In my case, I went ahead and checked only the text and then I got the Linkin Park result I was looking for: If you click on the link, you get the text page. One good feature is the ability to listen to a song while you have the lyrics up. It doesn't require you to sign up or anything, a simple web player pops up and starts playing a song. I'm not
quite sure what people were doing before the internet, but now that you hear a song on the radio and if you haven't Shazam it while driving, then you can easily do a search to find any song, old or new, in just a few seconds. Enjoy! Oh nai, what's going on with pop music writing these days? Where did all the real words go? Instead of popping with substance, we have a pop with
rum-pum-pum-pums. And when there is substance, it is clouded by high ideals, packaged like art (pop). No shadows, but there are, but there are, but a few artists really nail the whole stuff of songs - and even then their words are either slurred or passable, like an emo from a message. Fortunately, an industry-generated group of five released an album that is rumored to have
revived the art of writing pop songs. Early reviews of One Direction's Four praised the boys for maturing. But what do they grow from? Hallmark-like lyrics, that's what. To prove it, we dug through a collection of Hallmark senses and a 1D discography for pieces of prose that could have gone either way because they all got that one thing. And that one thing is saccharine words.
Some may be signed, sealed, delivered while others are belted out by Mr. Harry Styles and shared by See Yourself! It's just, like, the best quiz ever. When it comes to music, I'm a maniac of lyrics. It all started with those little booklets that were packed into cassettes and compact versions. I would read the lyrics from those passionately, and would be just as disappointed when the
label failed to attach the lyrics. When the Internet appeared, I was looking for lyrics for any new song I encountered, wanting to make sure I really knew what that song was about. I don't think I'm alone in fixing myself. The term lyrics is super popular on Google, and the number of websites offering lyrics is pretty much endless. After all, what better way to make some money from
advertising without actually creating any content? So it's no surprise that many of these sites are littered with endless ads, with topical texts obviously not the most important element on the page buried between tangled banners and Links. Is there a way out? Of course! And naturally we did the hard work for you and came up with some clean and simple song resources you can
use to use without having to worry about sketchy ads or NSFW pop-ups. Happy singing! The problem is when you're looking for lyrics on Google, most websites you find will look like something like this: The truth is, it's not that bad, and in the end you really get what you came there for. Ads aren't necessarily bad, of course, but when they're confusingly placed, they can get very
annoying. Also, many of these websites are full of all kinds of links, some sketchier than others that you can never be sure of, that you really want to click. In short, you can get texts in seconds from all these websites, but if you are in the habit of looking for texts often, you can have a cleaner, nicer solution. On the web Lyrics.net a huge music and texts database living on the
website, which is really quite fetching. The website includes more than just lyrics: Search through artists and albums to find short biographies, discography, album covers, and of course lyrics. You can also search the database by entering a line from a song you remember. The bulk of the text pages on Lyrics.net devoid of any banner ads, and the only unrelated link is to send a
song melody to your cell link, which seems to do what it says (in some countries). Some banners are at the bottom of the page, but they won't put in the way of your song. The site search algorithm is not the best, and finding specific songs is a little more difficult than it should be, but the overall experience is much nicer and clear than most similar websites. LyricsnMusic is another
site worth checking out by christening yourself a lyric and music search engine for people's music music people. Again, this is much more than a texts search website, and will help you find YouTube videos, playlists, upcoming gigs, and even MP3s to buy on iTunes and Amazon. Here you can also search the database by typing in some texts that you already know. LyricsnMusic
doesn't have any ads that I could see, and probably makes it a living behind-the-through affiliate link to iTunes, Amazon and others. The only unrelated link on the text page is the same link to send a song melody to your cell as found on Lyrics.net. The website is clean, well thought out, and search results are easy to browse and understand. All in all, it is a true keeper for lyrics and
music lovers. Browser add-ons If you have a string of songs stuck in your head and want to go from there, the above websites are a great choice. But from time to time you'll listen to music on YouTube, Grooveshark or Spotify, and just like to sing along. To do this, the quickest solution is to add to the texts. YouTube lyrics for Firefox automatically display lyrics for YouTube,
Grooveshark and Spotify. You can choose your favorite text sources from list, and don't even reboot the browser, start enjoying the automatic lyrics. Once you download the song on one of these sites, the lyrics will appear on the right side of the side box, allowing you to switch sources easily if you think the lyrics aren't accurate. You can also use you to add on YouTube text to find
texts manually. Just notify the query at the bottom of the window, and the add-ons will search through their sources and display the texts for you. This works with lines from songs, as well as with the names of songs and performers. For Chrome users, there is a similar extension called Lyrics for Google Chrome no longer available. The extension works with YouTube, Last.fm,
Google Music and Grooveshark, displaying the icon in the omnibar whenever a song is played on one of these websites. When you click on the icon, you see the lyrics of the song. The lyrics can be installed on the page itself, as shown above, in a new tab or in a pop-up window. The lyrics for Google Chrome also steam like the texts of search websites, making it doubly useful. At
any time while browsing, type the word lyrics into omnibar Chrome and type in your request after that. This automatically searches the extension database and results in net results. There are no ads anywhere when using this extension, but there is a donate button for the developer, so you can easily support them if you want. There are still many must have Chrome extension for
music lovers where it came, don't miss them! On your desktop many music players display lyrics, and your favorite can do it already. I can't mention every player who does this, but there are two clean, simple and free ways to get the lyrics on the desktop I want to introduce you to. Musique is a free, cross-platform music player for Windows, Mac and Linux, which among his other
exploits can also display lyrics for just about any song you throw at him. There is no way to search for the text or type a line from the song and find it all, but if you enjoy reading the lyrics as you listen, Musique may be perfect for you. If you're an iTunes user, a small Mac OS X app called Get Lyrical can help you add lyrics to iTunes for easy singing sessions together. Since I don't
own a Mac, I couldn't check out Get Lyrical myself, so if you have the experience to share about it, add them in the comments. Sing Hallelujah! Craving to know the words of a song? No more excuses! Whether you're choosing a website, add-on or desktop app, you're now all set to have all the texts you want at hand, without unnecessary clutter. Know about the other great song
resources that should have done so in this article? Tell us about them in the comments. Image credit: Dyanna Hyde Your HomePod may soon play Apple Music Alarms New features in the beta homePod app teasing Apple Music integration and custom tone alarms. Related Topics Internet Browsers Song Lyrics About Author Jaara Lancet Articles Published) More from Jaara
Lancet Lancet love song lyrics the cure meaning. love song lyrics the cure español. song lyrics lovesong the cure. love song lyrics the cure chords. love song lyrics the cure traducida. song lyrics i will always love you the cure. song lyrics the cure friday i'm in love. the cure love song lyrics youtube
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